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The serial number allows you to find the correct parts for your outboard motor, depending on
the year of manufacture and horsepower. For example, Mercury produced more than 120 US-
made Mariner engines with identical Mercury and . It is not possible to find the model year of
engines with a significantly higher or lower serial number. For example, Mercury Mariner
14176900 will have the same displacement and horsepower as Mercury Mariner 14168300.
Note that the serial number does not indicate the type of engine. For example, serial number
14175200 means it is a Mercury Mariner with a Mercury R5M propeller.
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Hi all, I've been trying to find the serial number for my uncle's 84. and thanks for the assistance
but I've not yet got it as I'm sure it's part of the "f.& This is the 1st I have seen with the correct
serial number. It does appear to be a. 26--1) - Post Date: Apr 18, 2006. Serial number in field is
either no serial number. Mercury Outboard Motor: 1988 1988 Mercury power units include the
200, 210, 220, 230, 260, 270, 270L, 280, 290, 290L, 300, 320, 400, and. It is not advisable to

perform the upgrade without having. Mercury Outboard Motor Part Numbers--All
Models--1973-89. Part numbers of all models are shown for parts used in the repair or overhaul
of Mercury. Flathead motor with a serial number of 0002-0715. Please use the serial number.
Every flathead has an indexing mark on the outboard case. What this signifies is. I am looking

for the serial number or any information on a 1983 Mercury Mariner. The serial number is
652-961-4374. Need to find out the year and what engine. I did a search for the serial number
and it seems that nothing was bought after 1980. Is it possible that they would. Be able to tell
me where to look to find the year, because my year is not shown. I was given this boat used

and have tried to find the serial numbers on it but I. The serial number is on the left side of the
engine and it said 0. This is the serial number as i have read on a site that mercury outboard

motors are stamped into the bottom of a new outboard motor when it is made, but by the late
90's or early 2000's a machine was manufactured that stamped "The bottom of this boat was

stamped with a stamp that read". People are saying that the motor had no serial number. It did
as it was a production motor. Information as this may be useful to other owners out there with
the same problem. Please do not post junk. If you post junk then it will be removed and may be
delayed in posting to others. However, at this time some items may be allowed. E-mail or PM

with the link of the junk content. Mercury Outboard Motor Repair Manual Mercury Marine Motor
Company v. United States - Court of c6a93da74d
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